CAPITOL CITY SPEAKERS BUREAU
Jeff Caldwell
Travels from: New Jersey

Fee Range: $5,001 - $7,500

Jeff Caldwell is known to audiences nationwide as a clean, clever comedian
with one of the brightest stand‐up acts around.
Whether writing, performing or hosting, Jeff delivers smart, funny jokes on
topics from the daily news to the daily grind, subtly tailoring his material to
fit any audience.
He was tapped by CBS to develop his own sitcom and has had multiple
appearances on The Late Show with David Letterman, The Late Late Show
with Craig Ferguson and the debut episode of Comedy Centralʹs Live at Gotham.
His sharp innovative humor has won him sought‐after guest spots on MSNBC and CNBC talk shows
and tour performances with Jon Stewart.
He has performed and written shows for such organizations as The Smithsonian Institute, Discovery
Channel, Toyota, Yahoo Searchlight Awards and Samsung to name a few.
Jeff is slated to star in the independent film comedy ʺPin Highʺ and continues to make appearances
on national news and political TV talk shows.

Praise for Jeff Caldwell...
•

ʺI watched your act, I called Leno on his cell phone and said, ʹJay, this guy is incredible.ʹʺ ‐ Dennis Miller

•

ʺFunny and smart.ʺ ‐ George Carlin

•

ʺCaldwell delivered an absolutely brilliant set of G‐rated observational comedy that brought to mind
the likes of such stand‐up titans as Jerry Seinfeld and Ray Romano. Riffing on a slew of contemporary
subjects, Caldwell hit the mark with almost supernatural consistency.ʺ ‐ NJ Courier‐Post

•

ʺIt is rare to see an act so clever and funny that doesnʹt use the usual dirty tricks. Itʹs not easy to make
everyone laugh without embarrassing some, but you had the finesse to pull it off. I would recommend
your show anytime!ʺ ‐ Discovery Channel

•

ʺWe were extremely pleased with your tastefully funny performance at the Hirshhorn Museum and
Sculpture Garden...Your appearance at the Smithsonian helped to make our ʺShtick Figuresʺ comedy
program a smashing success!ʺ‐ The Smithsonian Associates
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